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are teams that ensure the right content

is delivered to the right audience

in the right way

on the right platforms

at the right time.

Audience teams



Priorities for successful planning

Communication is key. Always look ahead for digital and print lineups.

Planning cards: Planning cards are mandatory for all 
reporters. If the planning card is not properly filled 
out, the content does not exist and does not post.

Meetings and conversations: As you review planning 
cards and attend local content meetings and pitch 
sessions, you’re thinking ahead about two things: 
audience and platform.
• Who is the target audience for this story?
• What platform do they live on? 
• What steps can I take as a producer to serve that 

audience?

Digital platforms: Through meetings and planning cards, 
you’re culminating those ideas and digital publication 
decisions into a master plan for our websites, apps, 
newsletters and social platforms, to execute the 
following day — or beyond! You should be able to 
determine tomorrow’s digital priorities by mid-afternoon.

Print publications: You own the plan for our newspapers. 
Same as with digital, you are scheduling stories for a print 
budget, sent to the Design Center designers on the 
deadlines agreed to in the workflow.



The basics of a planner’s job.

• Planners manage multiplatform calendars and plans that reflect tactics 
based on our audience strategies to deliver maximum impact for our 
newsrooms’ content.

– Aligned with readership trends and content strategy, planners author strong content 
lineups, institute publication times and determine distribution tactics (inclusive of 
push, social and newsletter promotion)

– Planners work ahead on enterprise work, plan coverage of live events with editors 
and manage the flow of daily journalism.

– Planners use audience analytics to adjust content plans both in real time and in 
strategic decision-making.

– Planners attend various newsroom and Network meetings to help brainstorm ideal 
delivery times and digital storytelling assets.



Presto Planning Cards

Reporters are responsible for filling out 
planning details in their stories before they 
begin writing. (The only exception is breaking 
news.)

In addition to regular meetings, Presto Suite 
Planning is the HQ for everything a newsroom 
is working on.

Presto Planning does not replace the need to 
have conversations about stories, but 
conversations do not replace the need to use 
Presto Planning. 

Reporter instructions can be found here.

https://gannett-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/p/mhoerr/EbzXiHIGn79MrBUXXAVF45kB259L7l3RIQw7rnG9Q6aVXg?e=NrQ8qG


Digital planning

By midafternoon, you should be 
able to map out a digital plan for 
the next day – focus on key 
audience platforms: Home #1 
pins (lead boosts), app push 
alerts and newsletters.

Digital scheduling will soon be managed 
via Presto Suite Planning.



Print planning

You are responsible for the communication between the Design Center and the newsroom.

Planning ahead for your print assignments will be critical to managing multiple newsrooms and meeting deadlines.

You should aim to have CPs identified five days in advance. The better planned you are, the more flexibility you have to adjust when 
news breaks or stories get held.

Remember: Print is not a breaking news, deadline medium.



Yes! It is highly collaborative.

Members of the audience team are empowered 
decision-makers.

If every decision must pass through layers of editors, 

including the top editor, you’re defeating the purpose.

Planners are strategic partners and the architects of 

overall publication plans for our journalism in order to 

maximize audience and subscription growth.

Most of the planner’s time — and most of the team’s 

time — is focused on digital journalism.
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Thank you.


